Appendix D
Online Survey Responses

Respondent No: 1

Responded At:

Jun 14, 2021 14:16:19 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jun 14, 2021 18:05:34 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Only a referendum as it makes it clear whether there is a yes or no answer. It's really the only certain result.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
The rest of the processes as it doesn't make any answer clear to anyone as there could be bias on the part of any
participants in any of the other methods chosen.
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
not answered
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
I think before we go any further and get ensnared by the process to the point where we can't back out that a referendum
should be held as soon as legally possible.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
After eight years of listening to the NWMO tell us what they think I think we are informed enough to be able to decide
whether we want this to go ahead or not.
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
Personally I am not anti-nuclear, even though that is how anyone who doesn't agree with the NWMO is labelled. I just don't
believe this is the right solution for the waste products. Until we can come up with a solution that doesn't involve burying
and abandoning this waste I think it should be left where it is and more research and money put into coming up with a
solution that doesn't risk our future farmland and waters. I don't care how many simulations are done saying this is safe, no
one can predict Mother Nature's will. At least, with the waste above ground as it is now, it can be monitored forever.

Respondent No: 2

Responded At:

Jun 14, 2021 21:41:44 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jun 15, 2021 01:34:38 am

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
In person vote
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Electronic vote make it a simple yes or no
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
not answered
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
not answered
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
not answered
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
A vote in near future this project is destroying our community with the division

Respondent No: 3

Responded At:

Jun 15, 2021 10:48:11 am

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jun 15, 2021 14:29:07 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
community panel and public referendum. I think these are the only 2 types that really allow a complete picture. South Bruce
is so small and many different socioeconomics in play, that a sampling that is brief and not in depth where discussion can
happen and have questions asked and answered does not seem to be able to fully capture all views or necessarily be
representative.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
vote of council, advisory committee, community engagement activities would be highest on dislike- I do not feel that they
allow the community to fully have an unbiased say.... they are all able to be politically corrupt without much difficulty. There
is already so much division in South Bruce, in towns within South Bruce, that without everyone who wants to have a say
getting that opportunity or feel like they are represented in a small subset, it's going to be hard for the community to heal,
no matter which way the decision goes
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
I don't think there is a better way than a yes/no willingness vote on the topic. There are so many facets of our community
that are affected, that measuring each of them still won't give a good enough picture.
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
EVERY South Bruce resident with a valid drivers license with exceptions should be PERSONALLY invited to have their say
- aka home mailing, not online survey only. (includes higher level high school but not those too young to fully understand all
the way up to elderly- if dementia is why no license, probably not able to make an informed decision, but if poor eyesight,
then would still be able to make informed decision)
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
I need to know WHEN and HOW to provide my opinion when it comes time to make that decision. I want to know what is
being considered in terms of the impact on this area re: poverty line, housing, farm land availability and value,
socioeconomic status changes and retail impact, number of jobs and whether local individuals who were RAISED (not just
currently reside) in South Bruce will be given precedence and training over individuals outside of this area.
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
There is so much more at stake and so much more at play. Please keep the politics out of it. (Yes, I understand that is near
impossible. Do your best.)

Respondent No: 4

Responded At:

Jun 16, 2021 18:04:56 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jun 16, 2021 21:39:19 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Community Engagement Activities, Opinion Polls and Surveys and Public Referendum in 2023 or later. I believe this gives
the community the most opportunity to learn about the process prior to a vote.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Community Panel, I believe the randomly selected community members could be lopsided to one side or another.
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
not answered
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
The Guiding Principles need to be met by South Bruce and/or NWMO as well as have provisions to renegotiate if there are
changes in the storage process.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
Scientific information by REPUTABLE sources (Universities etc)
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 5

Responded At:

Jun 16, 2021 18:35:07 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jun 16, 2021 22:25:41 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Polls and surveys or public referendum - encompasses more view points. Eliminates “random” picking to determine a
whole community decision. People who feel strongly will participate. In person or mail in ballot removes the possibility of
internet hacking, paying off people for their login information.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Council or small group decision. Easy to target members negatively. Process of determining randomness - who decides
this? Workshops and information sessions have been done for years now.
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
Votes be allowed by business owners as well. Tax roll numbers?
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
not answered
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
All parties get a vote including indigenous groups. Representation from multiple sides at the vote so that no question that it
wasn’t swayed in one direction or another. Scientific data from sources other than those that stand to profit.
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 6

Responded At:

Jun 18, 2021 07:59:33 am

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jun 18, 2021 11:52:41 am

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Public referendum 50/50
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
not answered
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
not answered
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
not answered
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
not answered
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 7

Responded At:

Jun 18, 2021 12:04:12 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jun 18, 2021 15:58:23 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
people vote on issue not just a money grab.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
the willingness to go thru this motion and waste everyones time and effort against this dgr
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
let the people decide
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
just have a vote and get this over with by the people. I am sure there are other things people can be putting there time to
other than fighting the system you have created with this willingness.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
just have a people vote
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
how much time and effort is being wasted by all for this. we have better things to do that fill in surveys about our nonwillingness

Respondent No: 8

Responded At:

Jun 22, 2021 19:17:59 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jun 22, 2021 22:58:37 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Public Referendum
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Most people in our community will not or cannot get to a public meeting. Our aging population don’t do well with computers.
Most people are not inclined to fill out a survey. A public referendum gives everyone in the community a chance. It is the
only way to truly understand how the people of South Bruce feel, and is truly the democratic way.
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
No. A Public Referendum is the only way to go. A decision as big as this, one that will affect our families in the future should
not be left to surveys, polls or council. The people need to be heard and respected.
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
An independent company with no affiliation to NWMO could do a survey. But the questions need to be worded clearly. ie do
you want this process to happen in South Bruce? Why? The past survey was worded the people feel informed. That
doesn’t mean that they want it. It just means they are informed. Why is council so afraid to ask the question plain and
simple? Yes or no.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
I need to know that I will have a say in the process
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
Once this decision is made there is no going back. The fallout will be in our beautiful community. Please forget the money
and really consider if this is safe for the people of South Bruce, now and 150 years from now. If I were council I would push
for a vote otherwise it will be on them when or if things go wrong. Is this a legacy we want?

Respondent No: 9

Responded At:

Jun 23, 2021 09:43:43 am

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Aug 13, 2021 01:47:36 am

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Community panel, public referendum, vote of council, - believe the methodology on the decision needs to be completed
based on giving everyone a voice
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Committees where individuals are not elected or random.
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
not answered
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
All residents need a method to voice their willingness or unwillingness.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
not answered
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 10

Responded At:

Jun 23, 2021 09:51:58 am

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jun 23, 2021 13:48:17 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Let’s do the research. See the studies to help determine if the DGR is safe and makes sense for our community. How can
we make an informed decision before having all the information?
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
NA
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
Same as question 1
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
We need to see results from the research and studies before we can decide willingness
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
I want to see scientific evidence to ensure it’s safe before deciding
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 11

Responded At:

Jun 23, 2021 10:01:08 am

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jun 22, 2021 13:47:06 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Public referendum because everyone has a say.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
I dislike most of the other processes because they involve too small a % of the residents.
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
No
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
AN accurate question on the public referendum.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
The advantages and disadvantages of the project.
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
I believe that the nuclear waste should be stored above ground until a lot more information is received from the future
underground storage in other countries.

Respondent No: 12

Responded At:

Jun 23, 2021 10:34:52 am

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jun 23, 2021 14:22:28 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Referendum. However, your criteria of 50% of the voting public is too high - it's unrealistic, and you are omitting this as a
viable option using this criteria.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Vote of Council alone is NOT a viable option. There has to be other criteria, and it has to be specific and measurable.
Every other option up there besides a referendum is not a fair process, because it does not include a measurable indicator
of community opinion.
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
A referendum with no minimum voter turnout.
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
MEASURABLE. Anything other than a measurable activity, such as a vote, cannot fairly determine what community
sentiment is.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
Scientific evidence, Ojibway Nation perspective, and information on what properties have already been purchased and for
how much money, as well as any monetary transactions or agreements that have been made with the NWMO for anything
related to the dump, including monies given to the government(s).
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
There is obvious bias in this survey. You are not fooling anyone - all of the options do not fairly measure public opinion.
You need to come up with a fair and measurable way to get community feedback, or it will be invalid, and I will do my best
to publicize this municipality's unfair and biased process, including the conflicts of interest of councilors.

Respondent No: 13

Responded At:

Jun 23, 2021 10:41:32 am

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jun 23, 2021 14:13:02 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Opinion Poll & Survey.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Referendums-we say no to the referendum since it is very difficult to get all voters informed enough to make a good
decision. It takes door to door contact which is near impossible.
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
We like the survey which has good coverage and a high accuracy rating.
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
Somehow honest factual information has to prevail. Right now, people are taking sides and all kinds of dirty, dishonest
tactics are being employed that must not dominate. Listening and studying is the most important thing.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
We have it all with the many information sheets coming in the mail and ability to attend zoom meetings. Hopefully more in
person meetings can take place.
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
Somehow, the people sitting undecided have to be contacted to ensure they have the honest, factual facts. We see a lot of
"fence sitters" that need "one on one" contact. Hopefully through surveys like this, the "fence sitters" can be identified and
given special attention. I am blessed since I worked in Nuclear and have less fear of the radiation. I also have a good
grounding on the DGR having been on Council for South Bruce. I am convinced that underground storage is much safer
then above ground storage. A lot of "fence sitters" probably have not taken the time our of their busy schedule to get this
understanding.

Respondent No: 14

Responded At:

Jun 23, 2021 10:42:58 am

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jun 23, 2021 14:27:27 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Public referendum
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
All of the others
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
Public referendum
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
Simple clear question: do you want a DGR in South Bruce Yes or no
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
I am informed.
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
I have attended numerous meetings, workshops at Formosa and Mildmay halls over a period of many years. I believe the
people who generally get involved with current events have had many opportunities to learn , listen and decide by now. The
ones that aren't informed are the ones who will not put forth the effort to get informed. I feel NWNO is not transparent and
will never make mention of any negatives of a DGR. When I am about to tackle a big project I always go over the pros and
cons to make my decisions. All speakers are affilitated with NWMO. Doctor Gordon Edwards is a very important speaker
and has been in the nuclear industry many years and was very informative. Not once did NWM0 mention reprocessing
before it could be put in a DGR. I really believe this is an experiment and when we are dealing with underground water and
disrupting rock by drilling etc we are playing with our biggest necessity of all....our drinkable water. We can never get it
back if it is contaminated. I have indicated many times that I feel we need to put our money into exploring other ways to
either use or break down the unspent fuel, not spend millions to bury it.

Respondent No: 15

Responded At:

Jun 23, 2021 11:00:57 am

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jun 23, 2021 14:47:16 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Advisory Committee Vote of Council
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Referendum may not work -I don’t believe there will be the required percentage of voters for a decision through a
referendum. If a referendum is held it should not be until all studies are done to determine whether it is a viable site. Any
kind of vote should not happen prior to residents knowing all the facts.
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
not answered
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
We need to know the final decision on a site and have all the data prior to deciding willingness. There is so much
misinformation and rumours in the community it is hard to make any kind of decision on willingness without being presented
with facts not speculation.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
Information and studies from the experts in the field.
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 16

Responded At:

Jun 23, 2021 18:55:13 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jun 23, 2021 22:41:50 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Community engagement and Community panel. That shows the actual residents of South bruce are making the choice.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Referendum. I believe there are three groups. For against and apathetic. The apathetic will not vote and sway the results.
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
If a referendum was to be held it should be need a minimum Polk size of say 60 percent of residents to have actually vote.
So if say 60 percent of the 45 percent that actually voted on the topic that's is not taking into account all voices.
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
More events were community engagement is involved not just town hall meetings with the leaders of the willing to listen and
the anti dgr but in the community.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
I've done my research and took a class in post secondary education about dgrs and there effects. The science needs to be
explained in better terms to everyone.
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
The people have the right to informed consent however non biased information will be next to impossible to show to both
groups with out both crying fraud. Independent and trusted think groups should be brought in. No NWO and nothing funded
by NWO or the Anti-DGR because as much as non-profit they claim to be money follows all these type of environmental
issues from oil sands to wet lands to urban sprawl. We need independent to come in preferably from France or Sweden
were this kind of work has been done for decades. Both sides have been blocked in those countries.

Respondent No: 17

Responded At:

Jun 23, 2021 20:14:03 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Aug 01, 2021 13:33:15 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Public referendum. This whole thing has caused such a rift in our town I think if we do it any other way people will say but
that's not what I wanted
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Community panel. To easy to overlook opinions in such a small sample size
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
I stand by referendum
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
Online or in person forms of voting
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
No comment
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
I would love to see the decision made sooner or later, I am sick of driving through the yellow sign district every time I leave
my home

Respondent No: 18

Responded At:

Jun 23, 2021 22:43:52 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jun 24, 2021 02:08:04 am

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
A formal binding referendum held concurrently with the 2022 municipal election.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
All others do not reflect a fair democratic process and are not likely binding on the elected council of 2022. They are open
to manipulation and results can be skewered. ie. As in offering prizes to those who fill in surveys or possible bursaries to
students who attend NWMO workshops. Online survey's much like other social media are not readily available to many of
other seniors or those not techno savvy.
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
No
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
Information should be provided on how other communities have determined willingness on projects of this size. (My bet is
that 9 out of 10 times it was by way of a formal vote in a referendum or plebiscite. Such was the case when the SON
decided on their unwillingness towards the dgr proposed for low-intermediate waste. Why shouldn't the same method be
used here in South Bruce?
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
What are the soci economic impacts of this proposal and how will you mitigate them? How will the SON express their
willingness to this proposal? What notes were taken in early discussions 2005-2010 by county council regarding this
proposal? Other than geological concerns what was the criteria for deselection of other communities that showed interest?
Was proximity to the current inventory of nuclear spent fuel a motivating factor to locate in South Bruce? Will processing of
spent fuel from smr's be done before disposal in this dgr and will it be done here in South Bruce?
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
I can almost say with certainty that should a binding referendum not be provided in 2022 as a method to gauge willingness
on this proposal than any decision by council to support or reject the proposal will be considered fraudulent and will be
opposed both in whatever legal means possible and in the higher court of public opinion.

Respondent No: 19

Responded At:

Jun 25, 2021 19:31:20 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jul 24, 2021 12:51:16 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Public Referendum is not an option.. this has to occur! Community engagement would be nice to see.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Community Pannel... "random" people to speak their mind isn't helpful as certain people will be either manipulated or they
don't care.
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
not answered
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
not answered
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
Facts, info that is basic but complex.. I need complexity dulled down for stupid to understand.
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 20

Responded At:

Jun 25, 2021 20:33:01 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jun 26, 2021 00:24:23 am

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Panels, activities and a referendum would be preferred. The more things done in person the better
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Polls and surveys done by phone or online. Seem they are always questioned or manipulated
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
not answered
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
The science should be known before any determination is made one way or another.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
If the geology is not suitable willingness should not matter. Therefore it should be made clear that it will be safe and the
science behind that determination shown to the community
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 21

Responded At:

Jun 25, 2021 20:39:11 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jun 26, 2021 00:17:57 am

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Community Engagement Activities- gives the communityand opportunity to become actively involved; Advisory Committeebeen involved for the long haul educating and learning the pros and cons through dedication to the process over numerous
year of CLC meetings, Vote of Council- with the vote so close to the time for a decision, its likely the elected officials are
elected based on their views on the project. Elected officials are also most likely to have the best interest of the community
in mind.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Public referendum- mass amounts of miss information, people making decisions based on fear instead of fact based
information.
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
I think South Bruce is doing an excellent job and paired with the expertise of the consultants they will come to a specific
demonstration of willingness after a transparent process.
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
Science needs to be clearly defined. Social impact assessment must be fully complete. Clear understanding of the project
benefits including what the CofE would look like for our community.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
Similar to response #9. Ease of access to all information. Regular updates on all studies being completed.
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 22

Responded At:

Jun 26, 2021 10:19:56 am

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jun 26, 2021 14:12:26 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
community engagement, opinion polls and a vote of council
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Referendum I dont believe we would get enough out to vote and dont think a default vote should be accepted
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
Knock on every door Knock on every door survey with names and addresses even if no comment it must be recorded
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
see answer 8
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
The studies need to be complete and good discussion with SON
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 23

Responded At:

Jun 26, 2021 10:40:08 am

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jun 26, 2021 14:17:15 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Vote of council - the council was elected to represent the voters of our municipality and should have a good idea on what
the community wants
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
public referendum - difficult to get 50% of eligible voters to vote community panel - randomly selected people - could have
residents that are not well informed of the pros and cons
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
not answered
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
we need to see results of the environmental studies to be sure that the environment is not negatively affected as well as the
health and safety of our residents must be ensured
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
very important that we know the Saugeen Ojibway Nation's perspective on the project, as well we need to be assured that
the aquifer is protected. I would also like assurance that only the minimum acreage (perhaps 250 acres) of farmland would
be taken out of production and that the remaining land could be cropped.
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 24

Responded At:

Jun 26, 2021 13:58:58 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jun 26, 2021 17:20:27 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
referendum
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
all of the above, except referendum
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
referendum
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
a clear yes or no vote referendum
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
I do not need more Information for I'm NOT willing to host this experiment on our ancestors, current and future generations
lands. REFERENDUM
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
The only safe way is to stop this dangerous project NOW. stop before aquifers, air, farm land , and lakes are poisoned.
there is no way to proof this is safe. Use the 23 billion to research future uses or neutralization of this extremely harmful
man-made material. REFERENDUM

Respondent No: 25

Responded At:

Jun 26, 2021 15:33:49 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jul 29, 2021 22:06:39 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Community panel or poll
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
I dislike referendum because I feel not all information is known at this time to make a decision on the project
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
not answered
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
All the facts about the project, I feel there’s a lot of misinformation regarding the project
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
Same as above. I feel I need to know the borehole results and results from the NWMO to determine it’s safe for our
community
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 26

Responded At:

Jun 26, 2021 19:34:49 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jun 26, 2021 23:20:18 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
i don't know what will work. Wish i did.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
vote by council- too many are already accusing the council of taking bribes- totally wrong by the way opinion polls and
surveys are always questioned community panel-40 random people-it is too important a decision to leave to "random"
people who may have agendas or on the other hand, no real interest in learning about the dgr proposal
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
not answered
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
facts facts facts the anti dgr group has put so much misinformation out there that people really don't know the facts. They
are just scared of it. I think all signs that post anything false like dump,glow,nukewater, nuke etc should be made removed
and only opposed to the dgr in proper language be left.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
if the SON has final say, they should be first to sign on otherwise South Bruce willingness doesn't matter and all of the
community divide could stop.
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
good luck. The anti group is getting worse for threatening livelihoods and spreading false information unchecked. I wish
NWMO would challenge every "letter to the editor" in the "Letter" column the following week. I feel they are dropping the
ball. People read the letters and skip past the full page ads in the papers

Respondent No: 27

Responded At:

Jun 27, 2021 08:29:00 am

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jun 27, 2021 11:26:19 am

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Public Referendum - democratic
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
The rest - are only approximations and participants may be influenced by other issues
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
Should have been a referendum, or at least open community discussion years ago.
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
Guiding principles are more like dream principles. eg You can't tell people where to live. Consequently whole concept is
tainted.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
None. Nuclear depositories, concentrating waste, is an idea which has not been proven in practice. It is only a theory. This
"Permanent Solution" is not a situation where a Best Management Practice is acceptable.
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
The first NMWO meetings made it (subtly) obvious that transportation is the primary issue. Consequently this process has
become farcial, with South Bruce as the preferred host site. NMWO was able to "convince" council that it would only
consider a willing host, but in the meantime here's some money. Council appears to welcome the opportunity to play with
NMWO's largesse. And now, to continue the hypocrisy/manipulation, lets play with the "Willing Host" criteria. Shameful.

Respondent No: 28

Responded At:

Jun 27, 2021 13:03:30 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jun 27, 2021 16:55:50 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Opinion polls and surveys because it allows for a variety of opinions from anyone in the community. Allows people to
expand on their reasons and opinions.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
A vote of council could result in council members being personally attacked for their decision and be accused of being
biased.
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
not answered
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
not answered
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
Tour of current used fuel storage at the Bruce.
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 29

Responded At:

Jun 28, 2021 18:58:49 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jun 28, 2021 22:53:34 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Advisory Committee Committee members would likely be knowledgeable about the project.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Public Referendum Process would likely create deep division within the community.
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
not answered
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
not answered
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
not answered
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 30

Responded At:

Jun 29, 2021 08:39:06 am

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jun 29, 2021 12:27:31 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
I like a process where everyone has a vote and every vote counts
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
I don’t like processes that only take a sample vote and do not allow everyone to have a say
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
I think it should be a stand alone vote and not be involved with the municipal election
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
I would like to see all reports presented in a non bias way to allow residents to form an individual opinion and allow them to
vote on their opinion
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
I would like all reports to state that in their unbiased opinion the site would safe to store used nuclear products
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 31

Responded At:

Jun 29, 2021 08:45:49 am

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jun 29, 2021 12:42:50 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
learning what good looks like and is site suitable for next steps
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Yellow Sign process
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
not answered
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
all the facts
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
true data
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 32

Responded At:

Jun 29, 2021 14:01:59 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jun 29, 2021 17:52:42 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Community Panel or Public Referendum. Community panel because it would randomly draw from the community and the
panel would spend time thinking about the issues. Public Referendum because it would allow more people to decide;
however, this would ignore the votes of people who are not Canadian citizens and I think non-citizens should also have
input.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Vote of Council or Advisory Committee. Because they are non-random samples of the community and likely have views
that are biased. Opinion Polls and Surveys might not be taken seriously enough.
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
not answered
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
I think it is important to ask all types of people, not just those who are the loudest talkers and who have already biased
nearly everyone's view. Privacy is also important, so people can vote as they wish without having to worry about being
vilified. I also think some study results need to be viewed before deciding but those results need to be presented in a
manner that is useful to all people. The "loud talkers" want to see all of the individual data points but they don't know what
to do with them and would likely not understand them and take them out of context.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
A useful summary of scientific evidence that is unbiased, in addition to predicted economic and societal ramifications.
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 33

Responded At:

Jun 30, 2021 11:53:28 am

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jun 30, 2021 15:18:31 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)

Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
I like the community panel and advisory committee IF they are from a diverse selection (youth included). Proper non-bias
education and information is key before making any decisions. Community engagement and information sessions (from
non-biased educated people) is essential. Then the opinion polls and and a referendum is relevant IF it is based on an
informed decision by an educated community! People need to know what they are actually voting for. People need to trust
the information.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
The vote of council. I have lived in this community my entire life and do not find our council representative of our entire
community. For example, there is not one woman on the council - and there are a lot of women that live in South Bruce.
Additionally, the vote of 7 people is a very small sample size, considering how many people live in South Bruce. A larger
sample (vote of all eligible South Bruce residents) would be more accurate when determining the DGR.
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
Every single youth and adult resident needs to be informed of the pros and cons of a possible DGR. Phone people? Knock
on doors and do socially distanced front lawn talks? Senior homes or apartment buildings could be one visit. AND the
people deserve to have every question they have answered. The workers phoning/visiting need to be informed and
educated; both for and against the DGR.
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
Good question. Without a doubt all South Bruce residents need to be properly informed. I have been to information
sessions. I have heard from Geologists and NWMO representatives. BUT I would love to hear from a nuclear specialist that
does NOT work for Bruce Power or in that industry. Perhaps a nuclear university professor - someone who actually knows
the positive & negative impacts of nuclear and uranium (without bias of being paid by the NWMO, Bruce Power or the
Municipality of South Bruce) No offence, but when the information is given by the NWMO, it is biased. I feel like they are
trying to sell the project to me. I would LOVE to hear the other side of the argument so I can make a better informed
decision for my community, family and future generations. I understand people can be, and are difficult to reach. But South
Bruce residents care. A phone call. A stop by the farm to chat. That’s what matters. Having honest conversations.
Respecting people’s feelings and opinions.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
I need unbiased information oh both Pros and Cons. I have questions that I would love answered!

Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
I would love a place (online even) where residents could ask questions and receive timely answers about the DGR. I would
love this to be public so residents could look back at questions and re-read answers. (E.g., a section on the South Bruce
website). People may not answer the phone. People may not answer their door when you knock. But they may visit a
question site. (e.g., most companies have a “live chat” option - so something similar). Thanks for listening

Respondent No: 34

Responded At:

Jul 01, 2021 15:53:11 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jul 01, 2021 19:44:37 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Public Referendum
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Advisory Committee Dislike CLC
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
Public referendum of South Bruce residents
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
My vote
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
None I have listened to both sides for years and am ready to make my decision on what is best for my community!
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
We have looked at it long enough. Let’s make a decision and move on.

Respondent No: 35

Responded At:

Jul 02, 2021 19:24:09 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Aug 10, 2021 20:36:17 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
I think there needs to be a multi stage process so all facts are public prior to any decision making process. The idea of an
advisory panel that reviews the draft legal agreements between NWMO and the municipality is a great idea. This group
should not be the CLC and should not be a committee of council. They should have the latitude to review all documents
without political or municipal staff interference. This would allow for an independent review of the agreement. Folks on the
advisory committee would need to be bound to confidentiality agreements. Plus have a working knowledge of legal
agreement or the willingness to learn during the process.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Opinion polls or surveys. The community is too small to obtain a large enough random sample. Plus it will not be viewed a
an open process
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
The option of a referendum or a vote of council are in my opinion one and the same. So my preference would be to have a
vote of council once the draft of the legal agreements between NWMO and South Bruce are published. If everyone in
South Bruce knows the decision will be made by council after the 2022 election than folks can vote for the candidate to
supports their position.
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
With Covid large meetings have been canceled. I would like to see meetings with open debate. This would allow everyone
to ask their questions to an expert panel. These meetings would need to have a structure and a method to control the
debate. i.e. and independent facilitator.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
Would like to see all the studies published. I assume there will be a community impact study that goes with the bore hole
study, ground water study, environmental impact etc. All these studies need to be reviewed and published prior to any
decision.
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
Since the SON have a say in the project I believe that no vote should take place in South Bruce until the SON has either
agreed to the project or rejected it.

Respondent No: 36

Responded At:

Jul 04, 2021 13:41:20 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jul 03, 2021 20:45:56 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Combination of CLC and council decision.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Dislike referendum/ puplic vote - too many people that have no opinion or too intimidated to vote.
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
Certainly feed back from Community engagement type of events should give some indications except for again big % of
population afraid to get involved because of intimidation from opposition/activist group.
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
Residents need to see results of the technical and social impact studies before making a decision.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
not answered
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 37

Responded At:

Jul 06, 2021 11:23:25 am

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jul 06, 2021 15:05:22 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Online surveys, door to door surveys, workshops.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Word of mouth, 1 way news reports, influences of people outside of South Bruce
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
Door to door surveys. I know some people don't like taking the time to talk to people but it also gets face to face with
seniors who may not do online surveys and forces people to take an interest.
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
Showing all facts found in drilling. How it will be safe, and what will happen in extreme emergency measures to ensure we
are still safe. How and where it is stored now and if not a DGR for South Bruce or Ignance, then where do people suggest
it goes?
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
not answered
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
I think it is important to compare and show risks and environmental impacts from a DGR over farming (manure, fertilizer
and pesticides)

Respondent No: 38

Responded At:

Jul 06, 2021 20:17:26 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jul 07, 2021 00:02:33 am

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Community engagement Activities, Community Panel and Opinion Polls and surveys, I feel these options would best give
the overall opinion of the people of South Bruce
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Advisory Committee, Community panel and Vote of council. I feel these options are more able to be a select few chosen
people decide for all the rate payers of South Bruce
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
not answered
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
a large majority of the people need have a say in the final vote and I need to be assured that what the people want is
upheld throughout the entire project
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
I think we need the scientific evidence that the repository will ensure the safe storage of the used fuel for a very long time
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 39

Responded At:

Jul 08, 2021 17:05:56 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jul 08, 2021 20:54:24 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Council
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Referendum
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
Town hall meeting
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
Be sure it is a safe option to bury it
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
Engineer & scientist reports
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
If it is safe the project would be the best thing for South Bruce for generations to come

Respondent No: 40

Responded At:

Jul 11, 2021 23:28:51 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jul 12, 2021 03:15:33 am

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Public referendum. I prefer the public referendum as it follows the democratic process that allows for a true communitycentred decision.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
I do not like the council decision process as the opinions of council may not be representative of the populace of south
Bruce peninsula. I do not like opinion polls and surveys as they rely on responses from randomly selected people who may
not actually respond; those who do may have a particularly fierce opinion on the matter, this would create a bias in the
results.
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
I believe that the information related to this issue and decision has not been easily accessible to the public so far. This is a
problem. The town should be more transparent with information surrounding this issue and why they decided to sign up for
the program in the first place.
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
Extensive environmental impact studies and full disclosure of the possible negative events or effects that could be resultant
of the town moving forward with this program.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
I want to see information regarding potential impacts on environment, motives behind the participation in the program, and
solid proof that the waterways will be protected:
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 41

Responded At:

Jul 12, 2021 11:27:51 am

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jul 12, 2021 14:59:31 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
We need a Referendum Yes or No
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
How many survey do we need to do before we get answers
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
A lot of people in South Bruce the Elderly people don't have computer, so they are not doing survey,
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
Referendum yes or NO
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
not answered
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
Referendum yes or No Say No to the NWMO These survey are a waste of money., waste of time Lots of people have no
internet or computers, because the internet is not good in rural areas, Not everyone is filling out survey, or pick a
Willingness study Consultation workbook The question have nothing to do with Willingness Study The community want
answers on high nuclear waste that it not safe to put in the ground, we have to protect our water and drinking water, and
wild life and there habitat. This is project the DGR its breaking our Community apart.

Respondent No: 42

Responded At:

Jul 12, 2021 22:40:46 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Aug 04, 2021 23:02:30 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Advisory committee or vote be either citizens or council. Council was elected by residents so they should have best
interests of residents while making their vote.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Community panel- we need experts in the field making the decision not keyboard warriors who know nothing on the topic
except are in it for their own personal gain reasons
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
not answered
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
We need only black and white facts. No more misleading and scare tactics.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
We should know what the SON perspective is as well as federal government thoughts.
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 43

Responded At:

Jul 13, 2021 20:39:51 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jul 14, 2021 00:12:43 am

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Public referendum.....majority rules
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
I feel that the referendum is the best way to get the voice of the Community.
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
No I do not have any other suggestions. Have the referendum....and this is where you will find the willingness....it's in the
vote.
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
Honesty.... listening to the people of the Community...
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
I am participating by filling this out.... for me to participate meaningfully is to ask for a referendum....let the Community of
South Bruce vote.
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
Referendum for South Bruce Municipality.

Respondent No: 44

Responded At:

Jul 14, 2021 14:41:40 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jul 14, 2021 18:37:34 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
advisory committee
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Community Panel
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
not answered
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
expert opinions and research
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
Saugeen Ojibway Nation perspective, scientific evidence that the geology is safe and that the aquifer is protected
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 45

Responded At:

Jul 14, 2021 22:46:21 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jul 15, 2021 02:41:18 am

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
public referendum
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Opinion polls
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
No
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
Nothing
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
unbiased information
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 46

Responded At:

Jul 14, 2021 23:33:30 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jul 15, 2021 03:20:08 am

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Public referendum
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
not answered
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
Vote that every taxpayer has a right to be involved in
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
Guiding principals met by all
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
, I want to see scientific evidence that the geology is safe
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 47

Responded At:

Jul 21, 2021 12:45:09 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jul 21, 2021 16:33:55 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
A referendum. This is absolutely the only fair way to decide willingness, one way or the other.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
1. Leaving 'willingness' to be determined by a vote of Council is anti-democratic and an abuse of process. Council has
shown itself to have a vested interest. 2. Open polls are historically inaccurate and open to manipulation and misuse. At
worst, mere propaganda.
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
not answered
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
A referendum. All South Bruce residents should be represented, and only South Bruce residents.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
I have enough information.
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 48

Responded At:

Jul 21, 2021 13:24:34 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jul 21, 2021 17:20:34 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Public referendum (vote) it seems the most fair to everyone
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Vote of council (because only a few would be making decisions for all)
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
not answered
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
A public vote
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
not answered
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 49

Responded At:

Jul 21, 2021 16:18:51 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jul 21, 2021 19:28:30 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Opinion polls and surveys get my vote but they need to engage a larger portion of the population than would normally be
sampled due to the subject matter. This nuke dump decision will impact all of us in the vicinity. I also think a public
referendum is essential before any final decision is made.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Advisory committees are often not random in composition and frequently are stacked with people who will just agree for
various reasons (ie: they work at Bruce Power or for the OPG). This particular project shouldn't be left to a tiny slice of the
population. Young people need to be consulted. This impacts their future most of all.
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
Phone surveys. Plebiscites at stores, libraries, high schools, etc.
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
The willingness to listen is essential on both sides of the issue. Deciding that people who are not part of the yes faction
shouldn't be discounted as not knowing enough about the subject matter. People may not know much about generating
nuclear power but they know whether or not they want a radioactive dump next door. If you're looking to determine
willingness, don't discount the "no" side as uninformed. Also, give a good read to what's written directly below this box.
"When thinking about the process to determine willingness, what is important to you? What would you like considered? For
example … All South Bruce residents should be represented, We need to see the results of technical and social studies
before deciding, The Guiding Principles need to be met by South Bruce and/or the NWMO, Need to have broad
participation on how to measure willingness."
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
Why did the Municipality think a DGR sounded like a great idea? What level of 'softening' has OPG put into this already
(money to hospitals, First Nations, wining and dining council members, etc.)
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
Nuclear power and electric cars are not as green as advertised. Not yet, anyway.

Respondent No: 50

Responded At:

Jul 21, 2021 18:44:27 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jul 21, 2021 22:06:27 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Public referendum----eliminates any bias ----each resident is allowed to vote and the majority is the final decision----too
many people on Council and Community Liason Committee are connected to

through family employment

and/or personal opinions that could sway a decision. this is too big a decision to only allow the chosen few to decide. Also
there are people affiliated to the Bruce who are afraid to comment publicly incase there are repercussions to them
personally or their associates ----eg---family---businesses-----and personal gain opportunities
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
as above ---eliminate any chances of bias voting----everyone needs to have their chance to vote their decision in
confidence
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
a public vote by tax payers of South Bruce
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
the consequences to the community if there is a spill or a leak during filling the reservoir and/ or water contamination to the
aquifer or the Great lakes
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
Most of the information sessions are too heavy to comprehend and are very one sided considering there really isn't any
guaranteed no damage result down the road
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
This is prime agricultural land and Ontario Federation of Agriculture and the Christian Farmers both are demanding that we
protect viable agriculture land from being taken out of production. How much more prime land will be consumed for
residential occupancy if this proceeds. This project is causing major mental and personal rifts within a previously rather
"Happy Community", So if this is to allow our community to move forward we need everyone involved in a vote and the
majority results in the final decision of yes or no. Otherwise the fight will never end.

Respondent No: 51

Responded At:

Jul 21, 2021 20:17:13 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jul 21, 2021 23:55:17 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Opinion polls and surveys- can get the larger populations feedback. Public referendum- only after enough years have
passed that we can all get enough info to make a proper decision, so we don’t decide too quick and make a decision with
out all the correct info. The higher percentage of the community that participates the better.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Vote of council- doesn’t have the numbers of the municipality in 7 people to decide for all south Bruce If a community panel
is selected or an advisory committee, need to be sure that it’s not too small a number that could risk having too many from
one group pushing ones own agenda.
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
Don’t make a decision too quick, need to be properly informed.
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
Need to wait for the testing to be complete, and everyone needs to make there own vote/decision with out the peer
pressure of certain groups
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
Scientific results, based on research around the world. Need to know what the risks are, and that our community will be
safe for many generations to come. Money can’t be the only factor, however having Bruce power near by already puts us
in a spot that we should want to do something better than what is being done now.
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 52

Responded At:

Jul 21, 2021 21:13:28 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jul 22, 2021 00:56:53 am

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
resident/taxpayer vote
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
"Money Talks" process is not an option.
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
South Bruce Resident/Taxpayer vote in my opinion is the only way to determine willingness.
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
A Vote
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
not answered
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
Maybe should consider that a vote is for Culross resident/taxpayer as the site is in their backdoor, not in Carrick!

Respondent No: 53

Responded At:

Jul 22, 2021 13:32:22 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jul 22, 2021 17:08:08 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Public referendum
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
A public referendum engages the public. It is truly the only means to show what the public wants.
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
Door to door survey. I realize this would take incredible man power and cost, but the future of the land and natural
resources warrants it.
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
100 % ensure the protection of the environment. South Bruce has farmland, water sources and a great lake close by. This
must be protected.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
Most important to guarantee there could be no damage to the environment, water systems.
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
It am not a resident of the Municipality of South Bruce, but have been a life long resident of Bruce County, having grown up
on a farm. More recently moving to Hanover. I am deeply concerned about protecting farm land and water systems for
future generations. It is one our greatest resources and once altered it will be near impossible to return to it's former state.
No one can guarantee the safety of this project for future generations. I realize there are financial benefits of the project to
the local community. The cost to our natural resources outweigh the financial benefits. Thank you.

Respondent No: 54

Responded At:

Jul 22, 2021 16:39:44 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Aug 09, 2021 17:16:29 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Community engagement activities and referendum
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Processes that do not provide an opportunity for input by all citizens cannot be true and full representations of community
willingness
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
not answered
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
not answered
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
not answered
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 55

Responded At:

Jul 22, 2021 20:32:47 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jul 23, 2021 00:08:02 am

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Community Engagement Activities .. the more education and information we receive the better to make a decision.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Vote by Council .. needs a larger group to decide
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
A vote on this project would be good in 2023 provided every one votes, not just those who are dragged out to vote. I
believe that a certain percentage of the municipality must vote to make the vote valid.
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
All South Bruce residents should be represented.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
I personally believe that an unsafe plan would not be promoted...but I do believe that reliable information should be
presented to endorse this.
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
I am so disappointed that this project has become a mud slinging event. I am tired of reading all this mud slinging in the
newspapers. Can the yes and no sides not discuss this project without condeming each other.

Respondent No: 56

Responded At:

Jul 23, 2021 13:43:58 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jul 23, 2021 17:41:08 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
vote of council-we elected council to make our community decisions.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
opinion poles-nothing to track what people actually voted.
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
not answered
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
not answered
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
not answered
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 57

Responded At:

Jul 23, 2021 19:01:23 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jul 23, 2021 22:43:45 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Councillors should be the only one’s to be able to vote this should be done after the next election
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
One that does not have a lot of disinformation to influence people that are easily lead with no regard of the concepts
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
not answered
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
Let’s try and follow the science i
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
I would like to follow the scientific evidence
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 58

Responded At:

Jul 24, 2021 08:16:29 am

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jul 24, 2021 12:11:39 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Public referendums
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Vote of council
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
No
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
Public vote / referendum
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
Info in mail
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
Thanks !

Respondent No: 59

Responded At:

Jul 24, 2021 16:02:35 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jul 24, 2021 19:34:46 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)

Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
(Vote of Council) as I hope the council has the community's best interest in mind and is not biased or corrupt.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
(Public Referendum) I feel some of our citizens are only considering themselves and not the community's best interest.
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
The Federal or Provincial government should make the decision if there is a DGR and where it is located
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
If a referendum is chosen as the deciding factor at least 80% of South Bruce must vote for any credibility
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
Scientific information
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
I feel this decision is too great for just South Bruce and that the decision needs to be done at the Federal or Provincial level
of government

Respondent No: 60

Responded At:

Jul 24, 2021 17:23:48 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jul 24, 2021 21:10:22 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Public referendum-residents get to make a majority decision. No special interest groups dealing with just 6 people.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Vote of council-6 people should not make a life long decision for an entire region.
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
I think the community vote is the only true way to determine the residents willingness or unwillingness to have nuclear
waste travelling on our roads, buried in our lands.
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
All information regarding the safety of transporting nuclear waste on our roads. All long term affects to the land, waterways,
animals, and people.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
Any dangers to land, waterways, animals, and people. I think the Saugeen Ojibway Nation should be heard, why the are
against it.
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 61

Responded At:

Jul 24, 2021 22:37:13 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jul 25, 2021 02:24:13 am

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Public referendum Everyone needs to be able to vote on this issue
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Vote of council All residents need a vote, not just 6 people. A decision as large as this should NOT be decided by 6 people
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
The safety during transport to facility, during transfer into facility Affect on the surrounding land
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
Is there any compensation due to property value loss
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
I want to know how our property values will be affected. What are the advantages of having the NWMO in South Bruce
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 62

Responded At:

Jul 25, 2021 12:03:25 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jul 25, 2021 13:58:27 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
I prefer private responses from the residents of the community --so each person has the ability to express themselves
without pressure, dominance or outside influence by others. It also helps to avoid negative consequences by others for
your decision.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
I dislike townhall and workshop meetings were vocal residents dominate the conversation and less vocal residence feel
uncomfortable to speak and be validated. This divides the community further instead of a joint effort to work together.
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
To determine Community Willingness is difficult to ascertain without a definition of "willingness" . Is Willingness complete
or partial. ?? A specific question including all details would need to be presented allowing residents to determine there
personal willingness towards the project/activity/plan with a "yes" or a "no". Residents may agree with part of the question
and feel uncomfortable with other parts. It will be a personnel wrestle to provide a "yes" or "no" answer. Perhaps a black
and white response of a" yes" or" no" is not the best method but a type of compromise is required. The 39 community
requirements guaranteed is a compromise to allowing the project to go ahead for the safety and comfort of the residence.
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
We know 2 communities are in the running for the Deep Geological Repository. The question is --are South Bruce
residence Willing to say "yes" to the project. I believe we need more information before the question is presented. We need
to know the results of the boreholes --is the limestone rock suitable or not. The social studies of how the community would
change is importance to understand. A strong commitment to the 39 Guiding Principles is very important. Change and the
Unknown is always very scary to residents and blocks the ability to see the positive aspects of the project.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
We need lots of knowledge from trusted sources. Who or What is a trusted sources is becoming a problem to determine.
?? For myself --I want to see scientific evidence informing us of the geological structure and it's suitability, Water safety and
radiation safety. for the residence and the country. The Saugeen Ojjbway Nation and the local Conservation Societies-need to be involved. We need to hear from them rather than stay in the background.
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 63

Responded At:

Jul 25, 2021 19:56:19 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jul 25, 2021 23:42:06 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Referendum for sure because everyone who wants to vote can, not just a select few.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Absolutely NO to council vote. Taking a small “random” sample of population may not be accurate either.
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
not answered
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
Everyone needs to have a voice in this decision. There needs to be a vote, and available to absolutely anyone within South
Bruce, even shift workers who may need extended hours to participate in “in person” voting circumstance. A third party
with absolutely no ties to the situation needs to be called in to count votes, so there is no funny business by either side. Let
the people living and raising families in the community decide what willingness means. Determine what percentage of
people for/against determines willingness, eg 51% gets to decide, or 65% support is needed to proceed, etc.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
I have seen the research and presentations. I am a science based person, however with something this big, which could
effect our people and land for generations, we have to be willing to understand that science has been wrong before, and
accidents can happen, regardless of safeguards. Does the SON need to sign off on this before it can proceed??
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
If you allow council or a small group of people to decide for the masses, expect a mass exodus of people who now mistrust
the process, and I feel there will be negative socioeconomic consequences for this town.

Respondent No: 64

Responded At:

Jul 26, 2021 20:11:27 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jul 26, 2021 23:50:45 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Public referendum, so all have a say in it.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Vote of Council
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
Vote
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
We should all be willing to listen before saying or voting on yes or no.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
we need to have trust in the people we voted in, without trust nothing gets done properly.
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
Do we trust our goverments ??? Myself yes, you ???

Respondent No: 65

Responded At:

Jul 27, 2021 12:48:54 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jul 27, 2021 16:42:34 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Public Referendum...most representative of affected community.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Vote of Council...subject to other considerations, lacks public trust.
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
No
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
Veto rights. Compensation. Remedies for failures.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
What regulatory criteria will be used? How does NWMO ensure it has more than a compelling set of assertions from the
licensee?
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 66

Responded At:

Jul 27, 2021 21:22:39 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jul 28, 2021 01:08:45 am

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Opinion Polls and Surveys
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Public Referendum, Vote of Council
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
not answered
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
That a noisy minority doesn't get to overrun a public meetings. There may well be a supportive majority that for relational
reasons can't speak out in support of the project in public meetings.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
The basic facts on how the geology is safe and aquifer is projected
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 67

Responded At:

Jul 28, 2021 11:53:22 am

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jul 28, 2021 15:28:34 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Advisory Committee / Community Engagement Activities / Vote of Council
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Dislike Community Panel, Opinion Polls and Surveys & Public Referendum because they are likely to be influenced by fear
rather then facts.
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
not answered
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
If a public vote is used, voters should first be informed by attending a presentation of the "results of technical and social
studies before deciding" in order to counter all the misinformation that has been circulated.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
How contaminated liquids are handled and stored. How do we ensure that the scope of the project isn't increased beyond
what South Bruce has agreed to.
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 68

Responded At:

Jul 29, 2021 09:13:24 am

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jul 29, 2021 13:06:32 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Community Engagement followed by Public Referendum. Everyone needs a voice in this decision.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Vote by Council. I don't trust municipal councils.
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
By a referendum in the entire region. This is going to effect many, many people in the future.
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
Full transparency with all processes in all communities.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
There is no site that would be acceptable. If SON is not in agreement it cannot proceed.
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
This project should not proceed and there will have to be a significant change in the information given to make any
difference in this opinion.

Respondent No: 69

Responded At:

Jul 29, 2021 11:27:25 am

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jul 29, 2021 15:24:09 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Referendum
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Vote of council
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
A vote of South bruce residents
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
Facts
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
Impact of community in future.
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 70

Responded At:

Jul 29, 2021 12:53:25 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jul 29, 2021 16:38:47 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Vote of Council
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Public Referendum
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
Proof that those with an opinion are actually long-term residents.
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
not answered
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
Understandable evidence in layman's terms that the geology is appropriate
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
I believe council has done a good and fair job so far, even despite the treatment and words uttered by the damn yellow
sign group. And I hope to invite the DGR to our community someday.

Respondent No: 71

Responded At:

Jul 29, 2021 14:29:30 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jul 29, 2021 18:22:19 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
I prefer polls/surveys as they offer more than one question and more than a yes/no response, in an anonymous setting. I
also am drawn to a community panel or something similar to that, provided residents are able to be respectful and open to
honest dialogue.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
I dislike a vote of council (as a stand alone. following something like a recommendation from an advisory board is okay)
and I dislike a referendum as a stand alone. both of these are restrictive in how they are completed. I don't believe any one
indicator can be used as a stand alone, there needs to be more than one process used.
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
not answered
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
I'd like to see some sort of "informedness" measured. There is a lot of false information being circulated as true, and sadly
many community members are buying into the fear mongering. Those opinions should be counted, but weighted differently
when they are not based on facts.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
I would like to see study results, borehole results, and environmental impact assessments completed prior to deciding if we
are informed and willing. The community host package would be ideal to have details of as well.
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
the Protect our Waterways group is lying to people and manipulating them with blatant lies and using professional opposers
such as

to push their agenda. I would like a guarantee that opposition groups will respect the community's

decision and stop opposing the project if it is determined we are in fact "willing" to host. Without this guarantee, the
process is virtually useless.

Respondent No: 72

Responded At:

Jul 29, 2021 14:36:58 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jul 29, 2021 17:54:54 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
I prefer a 3-step approach. Step 1: Deploy online polls and surveys to all permanent and seasonal residents of South
Bruce with questions regarding a referendum and if the resident would participate in an official referendum. I believe the
the number of residents that correctly complete the survey / poll is a good preliminary indicator of how many residents
would participate in a referendum. Step 2: Use the survey / poll results to determine if a referendum is the right avenue to
take moving forward. I believe that the participation rate of the survey / poll is a good indicator for a potential referendum
participation rate. Step 3: If the participation rate of the survey / poll results is below 50%, then I believe an advisory
committee, and or community panel is the best process moving forward.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
I don't dislike any of the above options. That being said, I believe the community engagement activities should only be used
as a tool to provide information and answer questions regarding the project, and not as the main tool to gauge community
willingness.
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
No, I believe the above list is comprehensive.
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
A very transparent process from all parties.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
- Borehole results proving the South Bruce geology is optimal - Risk assessment plan(Environmental, Socioeconomic) - An
update of the SON's willingness consultation and how the SON will determine if they are also a willing host
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 73

Responded At:

Jul 29, 2021 15:23:20 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jul 29, 2021 15:28:20 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
I like all of the community engagement activities, that allow the community to get the correct information (free of fear
mongering). At a later point in time a public referendum will need to be held, but only once all site suitability information is
available.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
I dislike opinion polls and random surveys. I feel this information can be easily manipulated to show whatever a specific
group would like.
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
not answered
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
All residents and land owners need to feel included and know that their voices are being heard. Residents need to feel safe
in expressing their opinions and that they won't be targeted for having those opinions.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
I feel we do need to know the opinions of the SON as they have the power to say no and overrule South Bruce saying yes.
All of this could be for nothing if they say no. Having said that, what information is being provided to them before they make
a decision and what process is being used to determine their willingness? All site information needs to be available before
the community can make an informed decision, rock make up, aquifers, etc.
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
I have heard that the NWMO will happily walk away if the community is not willing. If the community decides that it is willing,
will the anti DGR group stop with their antics? I am tired of looking at the yellow homemade signs that clutter our roadways
and spread misinformation. "Teeswater a place to glow" is the furthest thing from a true statement and should be removed.

Respondent No: 74

Responded At:

Jul 29, 2021 16:22:41 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jul 29, 2021 20:17:16 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
TAKE YOUR TOXIC WASTE SOMEWHERE ELSE !!!!!!
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
None
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
not answered
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
not answered
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
not answered
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
Go away!!!!

Respondent No: 75

Responded At:

Jul 29, 2021 18:41:28 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Jul 29, 2021 22:23:14 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
I feel that the final decision will need to be made by referendum. Anything else will be seen as taking the decision away
from the residents.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
I don’t think that surveys or advisory committees should make a final recommendation. Those are great for getting
feedback and informing the process, but not for decision-making.
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
not answered
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
All safety criteria must be met. Ongoing financial support of the community and specific infrastructure investments must be
agreed to. Community resources like child care and things like a dedicated bike path from town to the facility for employees
needs to be included. And the centre for excellence must be on the site with the DGR - not at the opposite end of the
municipality.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
Final approval from a regulatory body for the project, not just studies and research.
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 76

Responded At:

Aug 02, 2021 08:19:40 am

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Aug 02, 2021 12:15:37 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Public referendum
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Vote of council
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
not answered
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
not answered
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
not answered
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 77

Responded At:

Aug 02, 2021 12:42:06 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Aug 02, 2021 16:31:50 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
community engagement town halls and a public referendum. Every citizen should have a say in the process and an
impartial way to be informed, and all I have seen so far is the "loudest" participants trying to have more of a say than what
is their individual right
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Council vote, this has become too divisive of an issue, and councillors have not publicly declared their thoughts on this
topic (to my knowledge). If it is left to a council vote at minimum this should be a major discussion point of the next election
before this vote takes place
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
not answered
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
A summary of facts. What statements do both sides agree on, for those that are disagreed on, an opportunity to present
evidence in favour of their position. All compiled into one document that the layperson can read to become informed in an
evidence based manor
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
a risk benefit analysis backed up by evidence submitted by both sides
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 78

Responded At:

Aug 02, 2021 17:30:37 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Aug 02, 2021 21:18:42 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Advisory Committee, Community Engagement Activities, I feel that there are a lot of people for the project. However, I
believe that the fear of opposition to being an advocate for the project has discouraged residents from voicing their desire
for the DGR to come to South Bruce.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Public Referendum
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
not answered
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
not answered
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
How will the NWMO support and assist the Municipality of South Bruce if selected to host the DGR? More specifically how
will the NWMO provide guidance, advice, and funding to ensure that South Bruce is prosperous for years to come.
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
As a South Bruce resident I feel that this project is a great opportunity for our community and support the project coming to
South Bruce.

Respondent No: 79

Responded At:

Aug 02, 2021 19:13:05 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Aug 02, 2021 22:55:46 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
public referendum: because it allows everyone to voice their opinion. Although opinion polls should be random, they may
not be representative of the entire community. This is a large decision that will affect everyone in the area for years to come
so everyone's opinion should be heard.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Advisory committee, community engagement activity, and community panel: They all limit their scope of getting public
opinion.
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
Public vote similar to our municipal election
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
All South Bruce residents need to be able to voice their opinions. Social, economic, and scientific impacts need to be made
public. Ideally anyone within 50-100 kms should be able to voice opinion since they are all affected but the weight of their
vote should be prorated based on their distance from the DGR (e.g., group results for those within 10 kms, 11-25 kms,
>25kms) with individuals closest to the DGR site having the most weight.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
Scientific data, geological results, SON opinion, compensation plans for things such as property value declines
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
It would also be useful to know when residents can expect to voice their opinions officially, how much NWMO has spent on
various aspects of their education campaign including specifically how much they have donated to each group.

Respondent No: 80

Responded At:

Aug 03, 2021 23:42:01 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Aug 04, 2021 03:32:19 am

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Polling/Surveys - would allow multiple questions/answers be asked in an anonymous medium should people wish to
remain unknown Community engagement sessions - provide information while collecting feedback at the same time
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Referendum - could result in a minority of community making a decision, people who "don't care" are omitted from the
process Vote of Council - should not have 8 or 9 people making a stand alone decision
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
I don't think we need to reinvent the wheel, I think we should rely on processes we know and integrate multiple processes
to determine a strategy
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
those who "don't care" are included in the numbers somehow all residents should have the opportunity to express their
opinion study results should be available before determining willingness
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
Community benefit package, what is in it for us
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
Please include myself (

and my husband (

in this survey as we both feel the same.

Respondent No: 81

Responded At:

Aug 04, 2021 07:05:18 am

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Aug 04, 2021 10:47:21 am

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
My top 3 choices would be (in no particular order) 1. The CLC - this group has stayed informed on the topic and it’s main
goal is betterment of the municipality. They know what’s happening and what’s possible. 2. Referendum. This seems like a
logical choice. Everyone gets a vote and I feel like the 50% or more of 50% of the community seems really fair. I have
hesitations about a referendum because I feel some people are spreading misinformation that may sway neutral votes.
The benefit is that everyone gets “a say” and no one can argue that the decision was swayed by the NWMO. 3. Council.
This type of decision is what we voted them in for but I feel like this project has brought on so much stress to them as our
friends and neighbours already I don’t think we can put this decision on them.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Engagement activities, polls and surveys and a community panel. I just think these choices aren’t going to move our
municipality forward. Too many variables, too much room for opinions.
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
I feel like the majority of people are waiting for more geological information and will make their decision after that. I would
like if voting can be done in person or online. We are a busy young family (many of us are!) and some times it’s easier if
we can do things online from home!
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
I think you have to give people the option to vote online or from home.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
The SON is correct - we need the scientific information to back up the plan.
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 82

Responded At:

Aug 04, 2021 17:14:03 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Aug 04, 2021 21:07:06 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Referendum. Let the voters that actually take the time to vote decide.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Vote of Council. Councillors are to represent the people that voted them in but that does not necessarily happen
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
Let the indigenous vote first. No sense wasting more money if they are just going to vote no. If they vote yes then proceed
with South Bruce willingnesss.
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
?
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
Honest information represented from both sides.
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
I see it as an opportunity for south bruce. It’s time to grow our communities.

Respondent No: 83

Responded At:

Aug 05, 2021 12:28:51 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Aug 05, 2021 16:24:00 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
not answered
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
not answered
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
not answered
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
The town has a said made by a final vote in council. Make sure it’s valued at how much of a rise in infrastructure and tax
base the “DGR” will bring to our community.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
More Factual studies like the nwmo has been doing. Unlike the opposing “No DGR” folk have been doing
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 84

Responded At:

Aug 06, 2021 16:26:57 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Aug 06, 2021 20:22:34 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
I think a decision needs to be made by the council elected to represent the people. Polls surveys but most importantly facts
and science should dictate that direction
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Any sort of referendum that does not follow current law of 50%+1 cannot be considered. Some are saying that they want a
2/3 referendum, but in reality that means a small 1/3 will be deciding the outcome
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
not answered
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
Fact checking of groups and persons
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
Facts not fear
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 85

Responded At:

Aug 06, 2021 22:56:13 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Aug 07, 2021 02:52:16 am

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Polls and surveys because I can do them on my own time
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
not answered
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
A vote
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
A vote
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
not answered
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 86

Responded At:

Aug 08, 2021 04:36:50 am

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Aug 08, 2021 08:07:20 am

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Advisory Committee, Community Engagement Activities, Opinion Polls and Surveys and Public Referendum. All of this
processes allow for direct input from residents.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Vote of Council - a small group should not have the ability to solely make the decision on community willingness.
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
not answered
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
Information from this survey, workshop comments, confirmation that Guiding Principles have been met and other public
input must be provided to all residents for review, then hold a Public Referendum.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
I would like an opportunity to review a summary of all public thoughts from surveys and workshops, along with any
geological findings, before I could feel completely informed to make a final decision.
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 87

Responded At:

Aug 08, 2021 23:22:42 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Aug 09, 2021 03:16:47 am

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Community panel, polls, surveys and engagement activities. They allow multiple questions and answers, while allowing
people to be anonymous if that is important to them.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Vote of council - should not be decided solely of the opinion of 8 people Referendum - opinions and campaigns not always
factual, in our community specifically there are a lot of lies about the project
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
No
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
Results from all studies. Decision on how to “count” those people who don’t care to participate in the process.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
Borehole results and safety information What’s in it for us?
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 88

Responded At:

Aug 08, 2021 23:33:40 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Aug 09, 2021 03:28:09 am

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
I like the advisory committee or community panel. It’s a larger group than just council, and can represent a much larger
group of people. I also like engagement, surveys and polls, as they can act like a vote but offer more choices in their
questions and answers.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
I don’t like the idea of a referendum because one yes or no question doesn’t cover the scope of this project. I also don’t like
the idea of council making the decision on their own. I feel that it should be at least based on a broader opinion of the
public.
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
not answered
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
Borehole results, socio economic studies, some “off ramps” for the municipality if we are unhappy with information that
appears after we say we’re willing - we shouldn’t be locked in forever if something life changing is made known.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
Proof of water protection, would be nice to make the decision in collaboration with SON, rather than each community doing
what they want with no consideration of the other.
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 89

Responded At:

Aug 09, 2021 08:07:44 am

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Aug 09, 2021 11:52:34 am

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
On all the committee's I've been on and also within the Kinsmen club we always vote. There is no better way to determine
willingness.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
I really dislike the process they NWMO used to acquire their land in South Bruce. I think it was very unfair to the rest of the
neighbourhood other than those who profited.
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
No, it's plain and simple, vote 50% +1
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
Each resident needs to have a vote. Also this affects those under 18 more than those over 18 so their voices should also be
heard.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
We should have access to as much as possible. The vote can be scheduled after the learning process but it's very
important that there is a vote. This decision cannot be decided by council or municipal employees as there is too much
bias.
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
I think the public needs to be informed prior to the vote but voting is the best and simplest way to establish willingness.
simple majority rules. In general I would say I was a supporter of the NWMO and the project up until they acquired the land
in an unfair process that benefited those who profited at the expense of their neighbours. Those actions undermined the
"trust" of the NWMO for many residents so now your working from a position of weakness rather than a position of strength.
The fact that the sale prices were not disclosed and you cannot look them up shows no transparency whatsoever and
further undermines any "social equity" the NWMO had. Hiding stuff from people leads them to believe you have something
to hide...

Respondent No: 90

Responded At:

Aug 09, 2021 11:47:38 am

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Aug 09, 2021 15:41:46 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
advisory committee,
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
public referendum, Bias would be given to the most vocal groups,
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
na
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
na
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
facts without bias must be given to everyone. Misinformation must be dispelled immediately
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 91

Responded At:

Aug 09, 2021 11:50:19 am

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Aug 09, 2021 15:31:52 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Public Referendum - everyone will have a chance to voice an opinion by voting and not just the few vocal people
Community Panel - as long as it is randomly selected and not weighted for one side or the other
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Vote of Council - the large amounts of money that NWMO has given to the municipality will certainly influence how the
council feels about the project
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
not answered
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
It seems to me that 'determining willingness' is just one more way of prolonging the decision. Yes all SB residents should be
represented and results of the various studies should be seen, but is it going to make a difference in the end? It is looking
like a foregone conclusion.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
Scientific evidence is very important to me and true estimates of employment, not vague promises.
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 92

Responded At:

Aug 09, 2021 17:13:19 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Aug 09, 2021 21:09:05 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
not answered
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
not answered
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
not answered
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
A simple survey. You either agree to host or not. This survey does not do that.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
I do not support this project. Simple as that. I have read the information and understand the process. My answer is no.
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 93

Responded At:

Aug 09, 2021 20:27:22 pm

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Aug 09, 2021 23:41:08 pm

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Community Panel(with polls and surveys), or Referendum. It takes more of a cross section of resident opinions compared
to others
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Vote Of Council- It will turn the municipal election into a type of referendum of its own, and councilors will be elected purely
on their opinion of a DGR. Once they determine how to proceed with the DGR, I am concerned there will be little or no care
as to what happens in the following three years throughout the municipality
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
not answered
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
I think there should be some consideration as to the age of those who get to vote.... There are a lot of elders in the
community voicing their opinion on what our community should be, but the reality is, it is up to the younger generations to
decide what kind of community we want. There should also be some form of commitment to what NWMO will contribute to
the community going forward (municipal tax contributions, continued well being, road maintenance and upgrades)
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
Scientific evidence should be widely available long before any sort of decision is made so safety can be a valid discussion
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered

Respondent No: 94

Responded At:

Aug 11, 2021 10:13:30 am

Login: Registered

Last Seen:

Aug 11, 2021 00:36:37 am

Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Community engagement activities, advisory committee, vote of council. I would like to see studies completed on the
sale/purchase of land, houses etc. in the area for new people coming to the area, current members of the committee
buying and selling and the reasons people are making the changes. With land and houses trading for record dollars are
people speculating or are they interested in working at the proposed DGR.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
I do not like a referendum. How many people are being bullied into voting. We all have a vote in the municipal election. If
people are elected to sit on council they should have the right to vote for what they fell is best for the area. Every person
eligible to vote is also eligible to run for a council position.
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
New business is always welcome, why is this project any different. We do not have a say if a large gravel pit with dust or a
super large dairy farm is spreading their waste next to my acreage. Both are considered waste and pollution. We all use
nuclear (hydro), gravel and milk so I feel all industries should be treated equal. We all have two choices: stay if we are
happy with what is happening in the community or leave if we are not. People have been arriving and leaving this
community since the beginning.
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
We need to know the project will be safe. South Bruce residents need to be informed. The guiding principles need to be
met and their must be representation on the NWMO board of directors from South Bruce. Money definitely talks, we need to
be able to let all residents enjoy the privileges of large business in the area. With more people having great paying jobs that
in turn encourages other business to start and then everyone will be able to have access to grocery stores, banks, hospitals
etc.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
I need the truth. Reading info that is 20+ years old is not reliable, everything changes. Scientific evidence is very important.
Humans have changed this planet in many ways, this is called progress. I am sure no one wants to go back to the days
when this area was covered in trees and rocks with no roads, homes or having to produce all our own food. We all like our
comforts. The project must be proven to be safe (water and air quality)

Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
Having spent my entire life in this community (60+ years) I know change will always happen. My roots on both sides can
be traced to land taken from the crown. Both sides had many self employed people and community leaders (councilors, fire
chiefs, school board reps, community organization leaders etc.) I have raised my
happy to say

have chosen to stay or return 'home' to raise my

children in this community and am

grandchildren here. I look forward to having my

grandchildren raise their children here so I can enjoy my great grandchildren as both my mother and mother-in -law now
do. I have noticed many of the people who are opposing this project are doing so for their own personal reasons. Many of
the people opposed to the DGR have not been community minded people in the past. Having sat on the
Teeswater Homecoming Committee

I found out first hand how the enthusiasm can work in this community.

Surprising not many of the people who are opposed to the DGR volunteered to help with this community fund raiser. With
the community working together we were able to raise over $160,000 in one weekend. People were very happy, everyone
respected each other and were proud to call Teeswater home. Unfortunately this is no longer the case with people calling
each other names, not speaking to neighbours and some even trying to discredit business owners who take a job for the
NWMO. NWMO is a member of this community whether you like it or not. They are one of the largest land owners in South
Bruce. I expect them to look after their land and be community minded the same as I expect every landowner, homeowner
and resident to be respectful and community minded.
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Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
I interpret this question as more of "whom" will decide the outcome of the project from the standpoint of the Municipaity Of
South Bruce leadership and constituents. Certainly the South Bruce council of the day will either choose to endorse or not
to endorse the terms and conditions of the project. That is why we elect officials to govern. It is a federal project and society
( including South Bruce and leadership) needs to respect the intentions and directives from the federal government that
takes into consideration for the "greater good" of all Canadians. To that end, I believe in conjunction with municipal Council
and senior staff that a blend of the fore mentioned bodies such as advisory panels, community engagement activities (
without interference from self serving anti nuclear activists and for that matter anti economic development activists) ,
surveys and polls, and community panels. I do not support referendum option.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
I do not support a referendum , Period ! I have belonged to many boards and organizations over the decades and been
Chair of many local , provincial and national organizations. A referendum or forced vote on an important issue never allows
opportunity for consensus building to reach an amicable solution or outcome. It becomes a "winner or loser" outcome.
Everyone needs to win! A referendum that is suggested by many anti proponents could also set a detrimental precedent for
future decision making in this municipality. Confusion for any future council will be in the back of their minds of whether or
not they can make a decision, or do many decisions have to be made by the general population in the municipality ? The
other dangerous precedent is that do we all feel like we have the "right" to decide what industry ( agriculture, forestry,
aggerates etc etc ) can be here or not ? I know for a fact that large agriculture farm operations become more targeted as
"factory farms" that disregard many environmental expectations by the general majority of the population. Also though this
DGR process I have heard that " we don't need those type of people in our community " meaning anti racist sentiments.
One ponders whether or not this is about safety of the DGR , or excluding minorities from our community.

Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
( 1 ) - I believe that the many, many people within the Municipality of South Bruce have already been demonstrating "
willingness " over the last decade with the possibility of the DGR, the current refurbishment program at Bruce Power , the
Gay Lea Foods expansion in Teeswater ( or for that matter the retention of Gay Lea in Teeswater), Kinetrics and many
other small industry and manufacturing. No doubt agriculture has pulled itself out of somewhat of depression from the late
1990's to approximately 2010. A major evidence provider is that of real estate values and demand building over the last
decade. Certainly Covid has caused over zealous inflation in the real estate market the last 18 months, but momentum has
been building especially the last 5 years before Covid where real estate values especially in the "GTA" - Greater Teeswater
Area were in the sewer compared to most of the rest of Ontario. What sparked that ? Well the answer I believe is
connected to enthusiasm for a brighter future of the municipality through positive economic development strategies that had
influence by municipal councils and staff and that of a new progressive South Bruce Business Association. With that
enthusiasm there has been a significant " willingness" of more youthful ( 40 and under) staying or moving back to South
Bruce and region to raise families and of more importance , put significant investment back into the community though
home and property investment and new business investment and higher paying jobs for enhanced skill sets. Definitely
agriculture has made investment too, but not unlike the rest of North America , farm operations continue to get larger, more
mechanized and more relevant they are tight knit family corporations that usually don't pay well and very little opportunity
for employee advancement. ( 2 ) - NWMO investment- NWMO, whether some people like it or not, are a corporate citizen
of this municipality . Like any citizen , corporate or an individual, a community thrives and excels when they contribute into
community needs. That can be any combination of volunteer contributions and financial contributions for community
betterment. So a big question going forward is what is that contribution look like over the decades into needs of the
community to make it a better place ? No doubt if new employees of the DGR project and Center of Expertise begin to call
South Bruce and region home , many will get involved personally in respective communities. ( 3 ) - infrastructure
investment - what does willingness mean for infrastructure investment by NWMO ? I will cover that off more in next
question
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
( 1 ) - safety , safety and more safety . No doubt the nuclear industry has a very impressive safety track record in this
country , but that still has to be main focus throughout process to insure willingness ( 2 ) - Guiding Principles have to have
very positive outcomes and agreed to by all stakeholder parties and disseminated through understandable communications
venues. ( 3 ) - many anti proponents suggest that many people are only focused on the " monetary " aspect , but sorry , as
a lifetime business person, I don't make any apologies of having to know what the monetary outcomes and benefits of an
initiative are before committing , or in this case , "willingness" ( 4 ) - what does that monetary value look like ( how many
$$$$$ 's) over the decades potentially centuries and how is it indexed for inflation ? ( 5 ) - representation at NWMOwillingness as South Bruce as a partner with NWMO also would entail at least 1 person and hopefully 2 individuals as
engaged and voting directors on the NWMO board ( 6 ) - representation on other nuclear stakeholder entities to ensure 2
way engagement of knowledge and input into new technologies and entities with at this time undeveloped nuclear
technology solutions for society. ( 7 ) - infrastructure investment before the project even starts construction. That also would
require involvement in planning and any planning regulatory requirements and impacts ( 8 ) - Agriculture assurances- the
main anti proponents and anti sentiments come from some vocal and self serving farm operators . They call out so many
aspects of non believe in science around just not the DGR , but in general the nuclear industry, yet, many of the anti
proponents are involved in modern agriculture that is high tech and uses science in every aspect of their operation every
day ! Agriculture demands for water and proper resource management are far far more demanding of the environment and
can have potential negative environmental impacts than they ever have been in the history of agriculture. Food safety
questions are always relevant in this dialogue , but there are numerous other nuclear facilities that are monitored have next
to zero impact on food safety. Willingness should be and can be addressed via Health Canada and the Canadian Food
Inspection Agency ( CFIA) quite satisfactorily with the regulated requirement that all and/or any food or feed in this country
must be safe for consumers, livestock, industrial usage or for export to other countries ! Period !

Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
(1 ) -All stakeholders in this DGR process have to have scientifically backed and international peer reviewed information to
be supported in a "willing outcome process" ( 2 ) - More of the community need to not be hindered and intimidated about
participating in input and questions about the process and relevant studies that contribute to the willingness decision. ( 3 ) to the above end, maybe more small business and families need to have both Municipal Nuclear Exploration Staff and
NWMO Staff have " one on one " dialogues in citizens homes or workplace environments ( covid relaxations removed of
course) ( 4 ) - Guiding principle studies on economic , and cultural and societal impacts need to be well communicated
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
I am sure that only aggregate
data will be forwarded to the general public I certainly have found this a very worthwhile exercise ,and I only wish more
people in the community could "freely" state their needs and wants of this massive project opportunity with out being
harassed for their thoughts or even participation in DGR learning events and dialogues ! As noted above , it is very sad that
people are being intimidated by a smaller centralized group of predominantly farm owners that mostly woke up when the
NWMO announced their land acquisition in the community. As a family name that owns a respectable amount of land in
this community and actively involved in community and can make these observations, this outrage by the anti proponents is
more about owning land and feeling that they should have owned more land instead of NWMO coming in and being " the
new kid on the block " ! Sure all of us demand it safe as a community , but the anti proponents use safety as "smoke and
mirrors" for their own agendas . Certainly that evidence has been displayed more and more of anti proponents over recent
presentations and media releases. All of us must adapt to change. As a citizen of this community for over 50 years now
after moving from the

I can identify with change. In that area both my parents

family farms were bought up for urban development and our family relatives relocated to varying spots in southern Ontario.
Did they like change , probably not , but our family embraced that change and moved on with new opportunities in life and
they have done fairly well by not hanging on to grudges of change. This project is the greatest opportunity to assess that
this community has ever had . Will it mean change, definitely ! Will it have opportunities and challenges , definitely ! This
community can just not rely on agriculture as the main stay . The more diversity in business opportunity the better for
maintaining the health of the municipality. Willingness means 2 way communication and positive interaction by all
stakeholders and respect of viewpoints. Eighteen months ago I was engaged by

on my

property and accused me about not giving a damn about this community. I suggested that even in the Covid restricted
environment that we get parties together in a safe way in my shed and have a mediated dialogue. I thought at that time that
would start an understanding of willingness ! I'm still waiting
needed

patiently !!! Thank you , contact me if
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Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
public referendum - this is the only fair way for everyone in the municipality to participate
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Council Decision - does not represent the community as whole for such a large scale project.
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
not answered
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
Need to have a broad participation - measuring willingness
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
scientific evidence
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered
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Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Public referendum
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
All other options. Are not acceptable
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
66% vote in favour to be minimum to determine a willing host.
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
not answered
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
not answered
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
Terrible idea to bury nuclear waste.
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Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Public Referendum no other approach is acceptable
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
I’ve attended several meetings, listened to CLC and info shared by speakers seems one sided. Council should not decide
for constituents! People need their own voice and vote
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
Public referendum and no other approach is acceptable
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
Public referendum. No other approach is acceptable to determine willingness
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
Experience of other DGRs. More information on risks, for example how an underground leak is handled. Both sides of the
reality are to be presented fairly to citizens not just what you want them to hear
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered
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Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Referendum is the only democratic way to decide the issue. This insures that everyone has a chance to register their
opinion for themselves.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
All of the other processes provide for assumptions about my opinion, which may not be true of my opinion
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
A democratic vote is the only way
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
After ensuring that the residents who wish knowledge of the project, have all of the information, about ALL of the risks and
potential benefits, not just those put forth by the NWMO, then a democratic referendum should take place, with a straightforward, easily understood question, with a simple yes or no answer
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
I am informed.
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
A DGR is the wrong solution for dealing with nuclear waste anywhere. It should remain where it is, safely monitored until
such time as a better and safer method of disposal, or a safe use for it is found.
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Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Public Referendum -The only true way to measure the community's willingness is to let the public vote on this issue. Also
this project should not go forward without a 60 to 70 % of the people in favor. The reason I feel this way is because the
proposed site is not located centrally in the middle of the municipality. So many of the voters may not be adversely affected
by the project especially if something were to go wrong.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Advisory Committee, Community Panel, opinion polls & surveys, vote of council, & etc. These processes allow for only a
few people to make this important decision . This is not the way we do things in Canada - a public referendum is the only
way to decide.
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
Public vote on the issue for all people that live or own property in a 50 mile radius of this proposed site. I know this
proposed project is located in South Bruce but it is barely across the boundary from Huron Kinloss and some of their
residents stand to be more affected by this proposed project than some of the residents in South Bruce.
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
Equal funding for the people "for" and "against" this project. It seems at the present time that all the money is on one side where is the funding for the other side so they can provide their info? The only true way to have an informed community is
if both sides can provide their info and then let the people decide and vote on the willingness on having the project. I feel
that the Liaison Committee and Council have not looked very closely at the cons of this proposed project only the pros. In
my opinion it is hard to not feel that the money donated to the towns and council and the close relationship with NWMO
over the last 10 years or so are not indirectly affecting their view of this project.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
More info on the cons side of such a project in the community - it seems we have only received one side of this project yet.
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
This is not just a decision for only South Bruce. It is a decision for surrounding Municipalities, the province and Canada.
Mankind does not have a great track record with disposing of dangerous substances. Lets make sure before we go ahead
that this is the right solution for the used nuclear fuel. Our generation is already being blamed for a lot of poor choices on
other fronts - lets not make this another one.
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Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Public referendum
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
All other processes are unacceptable because citizens should have their own vote on willingness to have a DGR
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
not answered
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
Public referendum
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
not answered
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered
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Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Public Referendum - everyone has the opportunity to have a voice
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Vote of Council - not elected based on this. Decision in the hands of only 7 people. Conflict of interest since taking money
from NWMO Advisory Committee - CLC members are biased and want the DGR
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
Public Referendum only
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
All South Bruce residents and landowners should be consulted, to have their vote.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
Need information on how the project will negatively affect South Bruce. The only information that is currently presented is
how safe it is and how wonderful the economic benefits will be.
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
Council and the Municipality is in a conflict of interest. They have been bought by the NWMO with grant money. It is clear
through their actions the management of the Municipality support the DGR, so that they can continue the flow of money,
making their jobs much easier.
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Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Public Referendum. It allows every community member that would like their voice to be heard to cast a vote. It also
provides equal rights and opportunities for all residents.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
Any process that allows a select group of individuals to determine the outcome for the community as a whole.
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
Willingness should only be determined after every single resident of South Bruce has had equal opportunity to vote.
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
Surveys/studies that produce objective data on the preferred process to determine willingness.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
Non-biased peer review of technical studies and scientific data produced and published.
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
Measurement of the preferred process of the community to determine willingness would be more easily identified by a
survey that produced statistics as opposed to short form answers found in this survey.
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Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Community Engagement Activities, Public Referendum
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
not answered
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
not answered
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
Opportunity for all residents and tax payers to have their opinion known
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
not answered
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
not answered
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Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Community panel will give a wide perspective of interest groups, who hopefully will evaluate the science. Two opinion polls
that are random should be done as a 'barometer' to seek the general opinion of citizens as more 'info' is shared re test
holes, etc. Advisory Council if it is the current CLC, should be able to present to council. Perhaps a formula using outcomes
of above 3 would be put forth and council would have to endorse based on that.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
I feel a referendum would only be an indication of what 'side' did the most campaigning. It is very easier to vote yes or no
without having to give a lot of thought or consideration to the long term pros and cons of the project. I feel it would spur on a
whole pile of door knocking, costs of printed materials and confrontations. Would someone one from the 'yes' platform even
be able to campaign door to door? I expect that most folks that would vote on a referendum question would never have
attended an information meeting. Also you would have to be 18 to vote.
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
not answered
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
Given the timeline of the proposed built, I believe it is important that the high school aged citizens are well informed on the
proposal and given an opportunity to express an opinion. This will be to their benefit or detriment. Is there a timeline and
details on the potential economic spin off?
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
Facts and Science - clear and concise. What percent of waste would come from Bruce Power vs other Ont. plants vs out of
province. What timeline would waste be moved on, ie to deal with 'build up', there after? Are we looking at seeing trucks on
the road every day? Comparison of 'project' to salt mine at goderich that we can relate to . Information on the measures that
will be put in place to protect waterways and aquifer is important.

Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
I appreciate there are those that say not in my backyard. However we have a nuclear plant in our 'big backyard' and I
would love to know the consultation that took place in the 1950/60s. How much has South Bruce benefitted from the
'employment' at Bruce Power and supporting companies that operate out of South Bruce. It would be an interesting
question to ask in a poll 'have you ever worked or are working for a company that supports Bruce Power or an employee of
Bruce Power. Has a family member worked... as several may no longer live in south bruce... I can name 2 with 2 miles on
my road. I support science, I appreciate the fear, but at the end of the day, there has to be a balance between economic
potential and impact on society, and how do you really measure that.
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Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
I support a Vote of Council primarily. We live in a representative democracy, and our politicians should campaign, then
lead decisively, and account for their decisions in the following election. Community Engagement activities and a
Community Panel are also good ideas, provided that they don’t unnecessarily prolong the ultimate decisions, which need
be made by our elected officials.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
I dislike referenda on many issues, as they present divisive dichotomies, and often raise questions about how binding they
are upon future generations.
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
I would suggest that the question of the DGR feature prominently in the next municipal election (2022). Perhaps a
dedicated debate on the issue could take place, with questions from community members posed to the politicians running
for council & mayor (either town hall style, or moderated by an impartial host).
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
I think it’s important to have clear communication about the steps being taken, evidence that concerns have been raised &
heard, and then update on the ultimate decision taken by the leadership and the reasoning behind it. This could take the
form of TV & newspaper ads, social media, or direct mail newsletters.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
I want to hear the thinking that will inform the opinions of council & the mayor. For instance, does council consider the
project economically beneficial? Does the mayor believe the Great Lakes will be irreparably contaminated by the DGR? If a
vote were held today, how would council vote?
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
At this point, I’m broadly supportive of the DGR and of this ongoing process. I think that, despite the occasionally divisive
nature of this public policy debate, good evidence should inform a decision (however controversial) of the democratically
elected officials. Thank you for listening to my perspective!
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Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
Referendum and community panel used together. A concern I have with a referendum is that many people will not be wellinformed, and thus are vulnerable to exploitation through ignorance or misinformation. Due to the power imbalance
between the community (which is busy with many other things and has limited attention for this project) and the NWMO
(whose entire job and considerable budget concerns this project), the default position must be that the project will not go
ahead. In other words, while it would be acceptable for the process to allow people to turn the project down due to irrational
concerns (since this is an issue of simple unwillingness), it is not acceptable to have them approve it because they are
poorly informed. I would propose that for the project to go ahead, two levels of approval would be needed. A small, highly
informed group should decide whether we are sufficiently informed to make a decision and whether the NWMO is acting
fairly, in good faith, and in a way that will satisfy our priorities (as laid out in the guiding principles). If this group gives their
approval, the actual decision would go to the rest of the community. This pair of processes would seek to address “depth”
and “breadth” respectively. For the small group, I would support a special community panel. These people would be
randomly selected (perhaps with requirements for including representative demographics). This committee could hear from
a diversity of voices, including ones independent of the NWMO, in order to become more deeply informed about the project
and the process so far so that they could judge whether the community has been fairly treated and accurately informed.
The decision should ultimately come to everyone in the community I think the best system for doing this would be through
some form of referendum.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
I most strongly oppose the exclusive use of a vote of Council or the CLC. I do not believe that these parties can reasonably
be assumed to reflect the community’s willingness. Community engagement activities would be too inconclusive; they
cannot be used to make a clear yes/no decision. A special, randomly selected community committee or survey could be
acceptable, but I dislike these options because they seem needlessly limiting in who they include. We have time and
resources to consult everyone in the community, so I believe we should do our best to do this rather than only consult a
subset. As a side note, while the survey says that a vote of Council would be required in any situation, I have a concern
about this. First of all, I do not think the current Council should make this decision, because when they were elected the
DGR was not foremost in people’s minds, and so the Council cannot be seen as representatives of the community on this
important issue. Placing the decision after the next election solves that issue, but creates another. I think the process
should not be tied in any way to a municipal election, since this would needlessly interfere with local politics (people might
run on platforms centred around this single issue, and this would skew how people vote). All this would accomplish is to
have an “indirect referendum” via who is voted in. It would be politically healthier and more accurate to simply have a
completely separate referendum. This would really render Council’s final approval unnecessary, so I would oppose
including it as a step in the process.

Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
not answered
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
I support processes that consult the whole community. This means that a relatively high degree of approval would need to
be established from a large proportion of the population. I dislike the assumptions built into the referendum as presented
that the bar for approval is 50% support with 50% turnout and that only people of voting age have a voice. I believe higher
turnout should be required, and possibly a higher rate of support as well. 25% support and 50% apathy does not sound like
an indication of “willingness” to me. More important than this, I think people below voting age should have a say. This could
include those who have taken Gr. 10 Civics, all high school students, all students, or everyone who can indicate an opinion
one way or the other. This is important because the project will have very long-term impacts; most of those who may be
affected by it have not been born, but the least we can do is give those who have been born a voice. In the referendum, I
think in addition to "yes" and "no" options, there should be a "not yet; insufficiently informed" option. If the referendum did
not pass but many of rejections were of the latter form, the NWMO could keep working with the community and hold
another referendum later. This would have the potential to save a lot of time and money by not needing to completely
restart the process of finding a host community.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
Comprehensive overview “courses” of the project should be provided prior to a decision being made. SBCLC meetings tend
to deal in-depth with particular aspects of the project. While this can be helpful, it often leaves people without a thorough
understanding of what the entire project involves. Having a single complete course (or several versions of variable detail)
would help people to get a sense of the entire scope of the project, each of the pieces that would be included (e.g.
construction, transportation, packaging, on- and off-site monitoring, etc.), the timeline for each stage of the project, and the
full set of worse-case scenarios with estimates of their impacts.
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
For this meta-process (how to determine willingness) to be accepted as legitimate by the community, the presentation of
how the input from workshops, surveys, and workbooks was processed and used to establish the final version of the
willingness determination process will have to be very transparent and sensitive to criticism.
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Q1. Name
Q2. South Bruce Address
Q3. Telephone Number
Q4. Email
Q5. Community Organization (if any)
Q6. What types of processes do you prefer and why?
community engagement activities and opinion polls and surveys. I would like there to be an open dialogue for information
to be delivered.
Q7. What types of processes do you dislike and why?
no comment
Q8. Do you have other suggestions on how willingness could be determined?
none
Q9. What would you like to ensure is included in the process to determine willingness?
I would like gauantees that if this project goes through that anything that goes wrong during and after the project is looked
after fairly.
Q10. What information do you need to participate meaningfully?
scientific evidence that the geology is safe
Q11. Use this space to provide any additional comments
I was against this project at the beginning without knowing any facts, but now after reading the columns in the newspaper
and realizing they were promoting a lot of propaganda and fear mongering which is a form of bullying. I have decided to
belong to the willing to listen group.

